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THE LATEST

1.
Registration is now open for Summit 2022: Pushing Possibilities.
This year’s annual knowledge exchange and capacity building
conference on 2S/LGBTQ+ health will take place both online
(October 18-20) and in Vancouver (October 27-28). The o cial
program will be available soon, but you can expect engaging
keynote speeches, workshops, roundtables, panel discussions, and
poster presentations that highlight critical perspectives, research,
programming, and advocacy, on queer and trans health in
Canada. Click here to register.

2.
CBRC’s Director of Programs and Education, Brook Biggin, has
accepted the role of Interim Executive Director, replacing Jody
Jollimore who left last month to lead our partner organization, CATIE.
With CBRC since 2017, Biggin currently leads a number of key
initiatives across the organization, which will ensure a smooth
transition into the role. “I'm honoured and excited to help CBRC
navigate through the coming months while our Board searches for a
new Executive Director,” said Biggin. Read more here.

3.
The International AIDS Conference was held in Montreal last month,
and some CBRC sta  were in attendance—presenting our work,
making connections, and advocating for more resources and
supports for our communities. “The demonstrations and protests
that occurred were very moving and made it clear there are still so
many voices at the grassroots level missing from the conversation
that need to be elevated, heard, and taken seriously,” shared Two-
Spirit Program Lead, Lane Bonertz. Read what he, and some of our
other participating team members, had to say about the experience
here.

Photo caption: CBRC’s Michael Kwag
(far left) at the mpox demonstration

IN CASE YOU MISSED
IT

Last month, we shared some preliminary data we collected as
part of this year’s Sex Now survey, looking into people’s opinions
on Monkeypox (mpox). We found that GBT2Q people wanted
increased vaccine access and improved communication. Read
some of the findings here.
We also shared some Sex Now data from 2021, which looked into
the ways substances play a role in our lives and in how we
engage with each other. Read more here.
CBRC’s Michael Kwag and Jordan Sullivan took part in Next
Steps: Continued Action Against Conversion “Therapy”
Practices, a special panel event hosted by A rming Connections
on what actions we can take to continue to eradicate these
harmful practices and protect and support our communities.
Watch the discussion here.
Michael Kwag also hosted a discussion with Dr. Sulaimon Giwa
about his new book, Racism and Gay Men of Color: Living and
Coping with Discrimination, which highlights the strategies used
by gay men of colour to counter racism in their communities and
lead strong, e ective lives. Watch the discussion here.

CBRC IN THE MEDIA
Some recent interviews and articles about our work:

Yukoners opinions sought in surveys on gender and sex CBC
Radio, Yukon (August 29)
“I felt like they were afraid of me.” Monkeypox patients call out
lack of support from healthcare professionals, government Xtra
magazine (August 26)
N.S. reports first monkeypox case in a resident The Globe and
Mail (August 23)
Open letter calls on N.S. government to 'get out ahead' of
monkeypox outbreak (CBC News, August 23)
Monkeypox requires public health messaging that avoids
stigmatizing LGBTQ+ community, experts say The Globe and Mail
(August 21)
How does monkeypox spread? Here's what scientists know so far
CBC TV, The National (August 18)
Research report reveals legal problems faced by transgender,
two-spirit, non-binary people in Canada Canadian Lawyer Mag
(August 17)
Government of Canada supports community-based organizations
to address monkeypox outbreak Yahoo Finance (August 12)
MP warns of repeating AIDS stigma with monkeypox, as Feds
announce funding Canadian Press (August 12)
Federal government announces $500K for monkeypox initiatives
in B.C. and Alberta Global News (August 12)
Vancouver agencies among those to receive funding for
monkeypox awareness campaigns CTV News, Vancouver (August
12)
Increases in federal HIV subsidies have not yet reached
recommendations Eminetra Canada (August 5)
International AIDS Conference a time for Trudeau government to
live up to its rhetoric Xtra magazine (August 3)
Canada announces $18 million to expand HIV testing News Waali
(August 3)
‘Everybody’s going to be at risk’: some public health advocates
warn against focusing monkeypox messaging on GBTQ+ men
The Hill Times (August 3)

COMING UP... CBRC is proud to announce that it's been awarded $2.9 million from
the Government of Canada to lead a national 2S/LGBTQIA+ sexual
and reproductive health project with six partners across the country.
This project will collaborate with health care providers and
2S/LGBTQIA+ people across Canada. Click here to learn more about
Queering the Compass.

We’re also working to summarize recent findings from the Engage
study to provide new insights on the e ectiveness of HPV vaccines,
as well as the barriers faced by GBQ men in accessing them.

Get Involved

So far, more than 4,500 2SLGBTQQIA+ folks have participated in the
Our Health survey with only a couple weeks to go! Help us reach the

finish line and improve the wellbeing of folks in our communities.

Take the survey here.

Community-Based Research Centre (CBRC) promotes the health of
people of diverse sexualities and genders through research and

intervention development.
To learn more visit www.cbrc.net.
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